EVANSTON
Penny Park Renovations

Thursday, August 11, 2016 – Joint 2nd Ward / Public Meeting, JEH Education Center, 1500 McDaniel Avenue
Thursday, August 18, 2016 – Joint Parks and Recreation Board / Public Meeting, Lorraine H. Morton Civic Center
WELCOME AND MEETING AGENDA

• Project team introductions
• Project goals
• Proposed restoration and modifications
• Anticipated project schedule
PROJECT GOALS

• Entirely replace the deteriorated wood play structure
• Maintain the material, character and layout of the existing play equipment
• Comply with playground safety standards and guidelines
• Comply with Americans with Disabilities Act
The Playground is open from 8:00 am to 9:00 pm.

It shall be unlawful for any person to use or litter in the playground other than during those hours designated as being open.

The playground equipment is designated for children 5-12 years of age.

Please be considerate of others when using the playground.

Dogs and cats must be on a leash at all times.

Alcoholic beverages are prohibited.

Smoking is not allowed within 25 feet of the playground area.

Skateboards or bicycles are not allowed on the play structure.

Persons violating these rules may be asked to leave the park by law enforcement officers, park rangers, or any other agent of the city of Evanston and no person shall ignore such an order. Any person violating this provision shall be punishable by a fine.
ADA REQUIREMENTS
PROPOSED RESTORATION
PROPOSED RESTORATION
PROPOSED RESTORATION
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
ADA IMPROVEMENT

Add accessible route
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
ADA IMPROVEMENT

Add accessible route and transfer station
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
ADA IMPROVEMENT

Change moving stairs to transfer station and steps
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
ADA IMPROVEMENT

Change accessible ring trek and horizontal ladder to custom roller table
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
ADA IMPROVEMENT

Add ramp access to flying saucer
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
ADA IMPROVEMENT

Add high back accessible swings
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
ADA IMPROVEMENT

Add Play Panel by former Moving Floor
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
SAFETY IMPROVEMENT

Reduce height of horizontal ladders for ages 2-12
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
SAFETY IMPROVEMENT

Change trolley to 60” high ring trek for ages 2-12
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
SAFETY IMPROVEMENT

Change sliding pole to vertical climber for ages 2-12
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
OTHER IMPROVEMENT

Replace missing play element
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
OTHER IMPROVEMENT

Relocate dip horizontal ladder to west side for ages 5-12
ANTICIPATED PROJECT SCHEDULE

• August 2016 – Public engagement
• September 2016 – Start construction
• December 2016 – Complete construction
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!

QUESTIONS?

Stefanie Levine, PLA
City of Evanston
Senior Project Manager
847-448-8043
slevine@cityofevanston.org